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About This Content
The official digital soundtrack for HuniePop contains all 23 original musical compositions heard in the game in both full
uncompressed quality and mp3 formats. The soothing ear-candy within this album is a mixture of pop, jazz and bossa nova
melodies with flirty and romantic themes.
Track Listing

1. HuniePop Theme [2:22]
2. Dawnwood Park [2:18]
3. University Campus [2:02]
4. Nutmeg Cafe [2:08]
5. Turtle Bay Beach [2:03]
6. Shopping Mall [2:03]
7. Fitness Club [2:10]
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8. Lusties Nightclub [2:00]
9. Bar & Lounge [3:12]
10. Botanical Gardens [2:11]
11. Hiking Trail [2:11]
12. Farmers Market [2:07]
13. Ice Rink [2:04]
14. Water Park [2:08]
15. Tennis Court [2:02]
16. Hot Springs [2:00]
17. Scenic Overlook [1:58]
18. Gold Falls Casino [1:55]
19. Corkscrew Carnival [2:16]
20. Vinnie's Resturant [1:54]
21. Outdoor Lounge [2:20]
22. In The Bedroom [2:17]
23. Morning After [1:54]
Note: On Steam the soundtrack will be downloaded as DLC and will be contained within the same directory as your core game
files. To quickly access these files right-click HuniePop in your Steam library and select "Properties". From there select the
"Local Files" tab and click the "Browse Local Files" button.
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Immediately burned this soundtrack to a CD and use it as calming driving music during the daily Clusterfsck Interchange of
commuting. Bonus points for when my passenger loves the music and ask where it is from, at which point I turn my head, smile
and stare for a good moment, and continue to drive.. It's a good soundtrack to have when you read. Very nice to the ears.
9\/11 would buy again.. 10\/10 I listen to it all the time.. Great music to listen to while you contemplate the reasons behind your
nonexistent sex life.. I love this soundtrack, the songs are simple and really nice! Highly recommended. :). I played the 'In the
Bedroom' soundtrack while...
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Not bad. HuniePop's soundtrack is very simple but pleasant to the ear. Of course, this being a dating sim and all, there's no
super, epic score in the background as you pick up chicks. Most of the tracks are what I would call 'light'. Nice and simple,
really fits the mood of the comedic and silly nature of the game. There's some variety though, like the Gold Falls Casino theme
for example is pretty groovy and the Beach theme while very stereotypical 'beach music' still plays its part well.
If you buy the soundtrack here, you'll get it in two formats and they're both nice and clear. I highly recommend this for those
who enjoyed listening to the soundtrack while playing the game but if you think you can do without it, you can pass or wait for a
future sale.. All i can say is LIT!!!!. Just imagine the pictures while you listen. You'll be very happy.. The music for this is not
bad. If you ever listen to this, you remember the good ol' times when you played candy crush to pick up girls.. I can review
soundtracks, huh? I guess it counts as DLC, lol.
Hunie Pop has a really fun soundtrack with a decent variety of pieces. And I completely agree with Kyu - the Ice Rink is the
best by far. That track is my music bae for this game at least as much as Nikki is my character bae, if not more.
If you like the game, you probably like the music, and should get the soundtrack if you don't have it already. If you don't like the
game, you should still check the soundtrack out. There's probably at least one track on it that you'll like.. Ice Rink, all the way.. i
want to kill myself. This is a great soundtrack for a great game! I love it. I can't get Gold Falls Casino, the Main Theme, or
Dawnwood Park out of my head!
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